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Good Evening! Welcome to our Sept meeting presentation, titled: “How to Predict or Forecast the Next Big Thing Your Customer will adopt and embrace, using System Evolution Patterns and the Open-Windows Tool.I’m big into Titles and Headings because no one reads or listens past the Title, unless that title speaks to his current need or challenge. I want this presentation to be interactive and applicable, so lets take a quick pole between this title vs.,  [next slide]
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
this Titles:  “How to Predict the Next Big Thing – and Build it Now (up to 18 Years Before Your Competitor”Which one would attract you most to listen or read further on the topic?In your comment box place a “1” for Title One, or “2” for Title 2. Or Raise one Hand for Title 1 or two hands for Title 2now2. Which Title do you think the Aerospace & Defense Industry would most Benefit from? In your comment box place a “1” for Title One, or “2” for Title 2. Or Raise one Hand for Title 1 or two hands for Title 2Very Interesting?  ThankMy name is Howard Cooper.Before founding i3DAY Innovation, I worked for General Dynamics, where in May of 2010, I made the biggest discovery of my Systems Engineering career!At the center of this discovery are the PDD System Evolution Patterns or 14 Stages of Innovative improvement. From my discovery, I built a tool to help myself and the systems integration team, to identify key principles to resolve challenges and move systems more quickly through these 14 Stages of improvement. We also used these principles to resolve engineering constraints and to close requirement gaps, eliminate critical potential failure modes, safety hazards, weight, thermal, ease-of-use and other specialty engineering constraints. Using correct innovation principles saved us time, so we were able to stay under budget, while improving functionality and improving customer adoption rate.  So, for the next hour I will reveal to you these 14 stages of improvement and the Open-Windows tools so you can better predict the next big thing your customer will Adopt and Embrace, Without Going Over Budget nor Missing Contract Milestones - like PDR, CDR, TRR, etc. So - Are you excited, already?Some of you are NOT.  (next slide)



WHY IS 'PREDICTING OR FORECASTING THE NEXT "BIG THING" YOUR 
CUSTOMER WILL ADOPT AND EMBRACE' IMPORTANT TO YOU OR 

YOUR COMPANY?

We are resource-limited -- we can't pursue every "good" idea, 
because most times the Customer doesn't think most are "good", or 
they can't afford even if they are "good" for the mission.

Because competition is fierce (need to be ahead of the competitor) and 
demands (expectations) are such that our customers want (and deserve) more.

We can’t think beyond our current capabilities, so we get trapped by past 
successes and ignore crucial disruption from other less familiar technologies.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
To make sure I would address your real concerns, here tonight, I sent out a survey questionnaire before finishing these slides. In the survey a couple of you said, “Predicting the Next Big Thing” was NOT important! “And, ---- I Get That! – (Just understand the Customer’s Requirements, do your ED&D”) “Build it and They will come”. Right? It’s all about compliance, with the SE-V Process! Like my manager used to frequently remind me – “Don’t get all innovative on me! That will just waste time, make us miss our next check point review and cause the whole project to run over budget.” He knew the ropes. Or, did he really NOT see what was causing most of the delays?Well, Over 75% of you said, in the Survey that being able to predict the next big thing” was very important.And here are a few of your comments: [read each comment]



What is the biggest challenge or problem you face, when 
trying to predict or forecast the next "big thing"?

Difficult to predict what Government customers will want and 
what they will find budget for.

Limitations with existing technologies, cost of developing new 
technologies, reluctance to take risk, uncertain market demand.

Trying to meet stakeholder requirements without hindering innovation. 

How do you avoid the catch-22 situation where small companies with 
innovative new products get passed over by larger suppliers?

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Problems & Challenges:Accentuate the Problems”I’ve had these same problems and challenges my entire career in electronics, reliability and systems engineering - and I’ve suffered the results; getting  moved over to a new project because the previous project failed to get next phase funding. ‘Getting laid off because of these project failures. ‘I have suffered anxiety, the sleepless nights and family disruptions over each pending lay-off. ‘I’ve found myself sitting on a park bench, between job interviews – deeply depressed and wondering if I was in the wrong career or even had a career, anymore.  After a couple of these jobless stints, I had to sell my house and move out of State for employment. And, that hurts!  And, That’s kind of the way my career went, until May of 2010, when I made the biggest discovery of my engineering career (which totally turned my career around). Then, at least for me, No more project failures and no more lay-offs. So, if you have suffered personal anxiety, pain and loss from project failures? Don’t take it personally. Its not your fault! Its just the high rate of project failures companies go through. THEY loose millions of dollars when they loose next phase funding. As a nation billions per year are lost when these projects are not adopted and not put into full rate production! Yet, I believe the individual personal anxiety and pain, the family disruptions, property loss and community disruption, costs Americans far more than the billions lost by companies. So, YES. I do take this as Personal.



80/20 Rule of Failure in Product Development

A Year-long Capgemini Study in 2017 showed that;

 Govt. Funded Defense Projects, 2005 – 2015, 80% 
Failed (never made it to full rate production)  

 Corp Innovation Centers, started 2005 – 2015, 84% 
failed and (facilities repurposed)

 VC Funded new start ups, 2005 – 2015, 80-85% Failed 
(shut down or bankrupt within 3-5 years)

 VC Firms that fail after funding only 2-3 Projects: 80%. 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
 [Speak to Animated Slide] So what is the solution?  At least in part? We need to Learn how to predict or forecast the next ‘big thing’ your customer will adopt – and embrace!



My Experience After May 2010, 
Seems to Have Flipped or Eliminated the 80/20 Rule 

of Project Failures

Over the next 6 years, after that discovery, ….

I worked with 26 different development teams, each claiming to have an 
“unsolvable problem”, which slowed down the project or limited customer value.

Using my discovery, “The 14 Stages of Innovative Improvement” and the tool I created,  
all 26 teams were able to, in a one-hour meeting, identify the correct system    
improvement principle(s) that could eliminate or mitigate their problem. 

All 26 of their improved systems were then accepted in peer reviews and

All 26 improved systems were Adopted by our Customer, the US Army. 
All 26 are now helping in the Battle Field, saving $233 million, over 
the legacy systems they had been using.  

That’s 26 successes and 0 failures. Or a 4/96 failure/success ratio, vs. 80/20 
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So…?  So What…?

After I show you how to ‘predict the next big thing’… 

 Maybe you’ll do better than I did (maybe 30-50 succeses between failures)  
 Maybe you’ll do worse than I did…
 But if you do only half as well, ~15X more ‘hits’ than ‘misses’, 
 That is an amazing “batting average” and it will better than reversing the 

80/20 Rule of failure/success. It is 7/93, or 7% failure and 93% successes.  

That would put your career into high gear and make your 
Organization - like #1 SE and product developer in the nation!



So, Let’s Get Started…

What are the 14 Stages of Innovative Product 
Development? 

What is the ‘Open Windows” Tool?

Why do I need both, in order to predict        
the next big thing?

Presenter
Presentation Notes
[Ask the 3 Questions]What you ARE going to hear next is NOT engineering principles nor engineering formulas…So, even the engineers among us might learn something. Because, what we are discussing tonight are “Change Principles” that show you how things will change for the better  Rather than just re-designing it just using the same engineering principle and formulas.However, during this presentation, don’t worry about taking a bunch of notes. Because, if you stay to the end (you online guys) I’ll show you all, how to get this entire presentation for free, along with my notes. For now, just turn off your phones and close your door if there are potential interruptions out there. Just listen, then ask questions, so that you understand the process and concepts we discuss.Then, at the end, I will open up for Q&A and even give you an opportunity to take this to the next level, if it will help your current situation. So, just relax, listen and learn till the end of this presentation and I’ll get you the notes and the tools you need, at the end. Let’s start with question one, “What are the 14 Stages of Innovative Systems Evolution”? 



Origin of the 14 Stages of Innovative Product Development?

Genrich Altshuller, the Father of TRIZ
Studied over 200,000 patents to extract and verify 
these patterns (stages) of product improvement and 
the principles by which these improvements are made. 
The TRIZ Associations of America and of Europe have 
now studied over 3 million patents, validating the set 
number of patterns and principles has not gone up.
What does this mean, to you? 
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Innovative Product Development – Systems Evolution Patterns



The First 7 of 14 Stages of System Improvement
(pretty well known)  

1. Start with the end in mind…
2. Identify the function to be performed…
3. Identify multiple functions that could be performed…
4. Identify how it could be of greater value…
5. Check for system completeness (5-7 critical subsystems)
6. Identify power transfer through the system (E,M,I,P)
7. Load Balancing between subsystems.
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Second 7 of 14 Stages of System Improvement
(pretty much hidden and secret)  

8. Transmission lines grow shorter…
9. All systems tend toward Ideality… (function without cost)
10. The weakest or most limited subsystem limits the system… (technology)
11. Systems & components get smaller…
12. Components disappear into the Subsystem 

Subsystems disappear into the System and       (trimming)
Systems disappear into the Supersystem… 

13. Systems become more automated…
14. Systems become more dynamically flexible…
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1946 ENIAC

1952-65 
IBM 7000 & 360

1965 DEC PDP-8

1976 Cray-1
Super-Computer

2015 SoC PoP - IoT

1936 Turing Machine

1946 ENIAC 1975 Intel 8080

1946 ENIAC



Problem: 7th of 8 “catch & drag” Stops on telescoping rails

 

Frequently Seen Failure:
Rail catch & drag “stop“ in 7th position is forced 
or sheered off the rail.
No failures on opposite stop nor any other stops.

Reoccurring 
Problem Since 

2003

Adding Epoxy 
to screwed on 
Stop did not 

solve problem.

7 of the 8 Stops - No Problem

Approved for Public Release, Distribution Unlimited, GDLS approved, Log No. 2011-115, dated 11/23/11

Presenter
Presentation Notes
{read & explain problem]For 8 years they brainstormed, talked about the problem and tried different ideas to fix the problem. They even tried adding epoxy to secure the stop. But it didn’t work.



Ball bearings & holder 
glide between rails. 

No screw-on 
“Stops” added 
to Rails

Bearing ‘ways’ are 
machined into the rails.
No add-on bearing ways.

Move 
Toward Ideality:
Do Catch & Drag 
Function without 
any add-on stops.

Components 
Dissapear into the 

Subsystem 
Have the function 
performed by the 

subsystem.

Approved for Public Release, Distribution Unlimited, GDLS approved, Log No. 2011-115, dated 11/23/11



“After 8 years struggling with occasional 
safety critical failures of an ammunition 
handling system, the US Army demanded we 
re-design. Your coaching the engineers 
through a one-hour innovation session 
produced two optional solutions. Both 
passed all verification tests and the more 
elegant solution yielded 4-to-1 part count 
reduction, 4-to-1 savings in assembly labor 
and Reliability savings of $658,242.00 per 
year"

Mark Petrotta,
DFSS Master Black Belt

Quality & Six Sigma
General Dynamics Land 

Systems



How Can These Trends Help You Predict, Forecast or 
Motivate Your Current or Next Better Product?

If 3,000,000 patents studied show these are the ways 
products and systems improve, do you think you are 
going to come-up with a better or different way to 
improve your’s?

Might you use these as a guide or solution set to move 
your current project forward? Or, use each trend as a 
stage to see (predict or forecast) the next product or 
system your customer will adopt and embrace?

As the Mandelorian would say, “This is the way!”



Open Window Tool (Structured Thinking)

What are the 14 Stages of Innovative Product 
Development? 

What is the ‘Open Windows” Tool?

Presenter
Presentation Notes
[Ask the 2 Questions]



Open 
Windows



Keys to Altshuller’s TRIZ
• 200,000 patents revealed:
• 14 Stages of Innovative Evolution
• 40 Principles (How to make the change)
• Open Windows (let you see better)

My BIG Discovery
This is it!

Open Windows Turns the 14 Stages     
into Steping Stones



Open 
Windows Transmission lines grow shorter…

Systems become more automated…

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Placing the 14 Stages of System Innovation (System Evolution Patterns) into the center of this 9-Windows tool, and working left to right from their, Opens the Window to where you need to be in the future.



Open 
Windows

Transmission lines grow shorter…

Systems become more automated…



Open 
Windows



Summary: Answer All 3 Questions…

What are the 14 Stages of Innovative Product 
Development, or System Evolution Patterns? 

What is the ‘Open Windows” Tool?

Why do I need both, in order to predict        
the next big thing?

Presenter
Presentation Notes
[Summarize] 



Proj # PS # Team/Project (Coached by Howard Cooper) 2010-2016 Net Savings
1 777 Implement Structured Innovation into GDLS IPS Process $1,810,452
2 1078 Abrams Motion Control Unit Critical FM Mitigation $7,186,001
3 1055 Abrams Power Distrib. Unit eHPDU Critical FM Mitigation $1,199,702
4 1052 Abrams Hull Control Unit Critical FM Mitigations $174,043
5 1051 Abrams Turret Control Unit Critical FM Mitigation $295,741
6 1058 Abrams Analog Input Module Critical FM Mitigation $107,844
7 1056 Abrams Driver's Control Panel Critical FM Mitigation $1,341,229
8 1053 Abrams Gunner Control Panel Critical FM Mitigation $1,894,781
9 1057 Abrams Common Remote Switching Mechanism Critical FM Mitig $879,602

10 1074 Abrams CDU Display Critical FM Mitigation $3,242,866
11 659 Stryker SMOD Doors Hatches & Grills Critical FM Mitigation $216,950
12 660 Stryker SMOD Processors Controls & Displays Critical FM Mitigatio $1,744,935
13 661 Stryker SMOD Environmental Controls Critical FM Mitigation $66,230,803 Per Project Savings:
14 662 Stryker SMOD Propulsion Cooling Critical FM Mitigation $13,575,346 Largest: $66,230,803
15 663 Stryker SMOD Engine FEAD Critical FM Mitigation $47,148 Smallest: $2,146
16 664 Stryker SMOD Exhaust System Critical FM Mitigation $36,925 Average: $8,957,124
17 665 Stryker SMOD Fuel System Critical FM Mitigation $217,576
18 658 Stryker SMOD Power Generation Critical FM Mitigation $46,997,418
19 666 Stryker SMOD Seating Systems Critical FM Mitigation $376,181
20 657 Stryker SMOD Power Distribution Critical FM Mitigation $26,065,073
21 667 Stryker SMOD Suspension System Critical FM Mitigation $174,072
22 668 Stryker SMOD Brakes Systems Critical FM Mitigation $2,146
23 669 Stryker SMOD Steering System Critical FM Mitigation $60,172
24 670 Axiomatic Design of Reliability-DFR IPS Process $89,180
25 1050 DFMEA Preparation, FBI-Diag, P-Diag, FH-Decomp Table $4,205,817
26 1251 Design Engineer's DX Databook Cleanup Process Improvement $54,713,216

Six Sigma Net Savings: H Cooper Coached Innovations $232,885,219Total

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Using these Patterns and Innovation Principles, all 26 Product Development teams I assisted got their component or subsystem and system adopted and embraced by the Customer, saving the U.S. Army $233 million per year, over the legacy systems they had been using. Looking over the horizon or predicting what will be of most value to the Customer, before each key checkpoint reviews will help improve your product adoption ratio, their for your image, reputation and profits. 



“You can wait a hundred 
years for enlightenment or 

you can solve the problem in 
15 minutes, using these 

principles.”
Genrich Altshuller

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Genrich Altshuller, the great Russian engineer and innovator, the Father of TRIZ said, about these Innovative Patterns & Principles…{read slide}



End

• Take last questions:

• Get ‘Open Windows’ Excel Tool: www.i3day.com/INCOSEMW
• Along with the 14 Stages of Systems Evolution
• This Powerpoint presentation & my notes

• Get ‘L-FMEA License & Tools: www.i3day.com/FMEA
• Complete your FMEA activity in 1/3rd the time
• Without missing any critical failure modes

Howard Cooper, hcooper@i3day.com
801-859-2073
www.i3dayInnovation.com

http://www.i3day.com/INCOSE-MW-OW
http://www.i3day.com/INCOSE-FMEA
mailto:hcooper@i3day.com
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